Electronic devices with nanoscale features (~ 100 nm or smaller) are becoming increasingly important in electronics technology. While nanoscale electronic devices comprise a variety of different material sets and structures, many of the nanoscale devices developed in the last decade employ organic materials. In this talk, we discuss the modeling of organic electronic thin film devices. In our approach, analysis of such devices begins on the molecular scale, and device level behavior is then derived from the combination of individual molecular properties and physical models of intermolecular interactions. We present a general purpose Monte Carlo simulator based on molecular-scale physical models and employ this simulator to analyze device behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the optical and electronic behavior of organic electronic devices requires development of molecular (nanometer) scale physical models. In this work we present an approach to a complete organic electronic device simulator, and demonstrate application of the simulator to modeling the physical behavior of organic electronic devices.
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Organic Electronic Devices
Over the last two decades, a wide variety of organic electronic devices have been developed including light emitting devices [1, 2] , solar cells [3] , photodetectors [3] , and thin film transistors [4] . In all of these devices, the key electronic excitations are charge carriers (i.e. ''electrons'' and ''holes'') and excitons (i.e. bound electron-hole pairs), typically confined to individual molecules. In addition, the device active layers are almost universally between 1 and 100 nm in thickness. The nanometer scale of the device layers gives rise to a set of nanoscale phenomena that are easily identifiable in molecular device structures.
For example, frequently the electronic properties of the organic thin films are controlled by molecularscale disorder (see e.g. [5, 6] ). This is most apparent in amorphous thin films in which the molecules are randomly positioned and oriented, but also applies to polycrystalline films. Furthermore, it is found that nanoscale interactions at heterojunctions and contacts further influence device behavior. Thus the analysis of molecular and polymeric organic electronic devices represents a fundamentally nanoscale challenge. 
Nanoscale Simulation: From Molecules to Devices
We have developed a Monte Carlo simulator from a molecularscale perspective. The principle components of the simulator are:
(1) the molecular types, positions, and orientations; (2) the intermolecular interactions that govern the relevant electronic processes (e.g. charge carrier transport, exciton diffusion, exciton dissociation, etc.); and (3) any intrinsic properties of each molecular type needed to compute the relevant interactions. This Organic and Nanostructured Electronics Simulator (ONESim) is a modular and extensible numerical tool, supporting a wide range of existing physical models and easily modified to support additional ones.
Figure 2. Overview of the ONESim simulation approach, from individual molecules to intermolecular interactions to bulk film properties to device behavior.
We have employed ONESim to analyze charge carrier transport and exciton diffusion in amorphous organic thin films, yielding calculations of the charge carrier mobilities and exciton diffusion lengths. These simulations reflect the complexity of even such basic parameters in organic electronic materials, where charge carrier mobilities are strongly field and carrier concentration dependent, and exciton diffusion is highly dispersive. We have also applied ONESim to the calculation of currents through metal/organic/metal stacks to obtain macroscopic I-V behavior through organic films of nanoscale thickness.
Conclusion
The rapid growth of organic electronics technology has to some extent outpaced the development of accurate physical models of device behavior. The approach described here, in which we combine Monte Carlo simulation techniques with molecular-scale physical models, shows great promise as a tool for organic electronic device analysis.
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